Becoming a landlord
Considering buying and letting a property?
Renting out a property is a strong option for many clients we speak to – and sometimes one they hadn’t yet
considered. Letting out a property isn’t the sole preserve of the seasoned landlord with a portfolio of properties.
It’s an option worth further investigation, particularly for those:







Relocating for a period of time for work or family reasons
Inheriting a property
Drawing down pension or having other savings to invest
Upsizing where mortgage eligibility or savings don’t necessitate the sale of a current property
New partnerships where both already own property
Wishing to make a community contribution – we increasingly meet clients who wish to help make goodquality housing available to those not in a position to buy.

Is now a good time to enter the rental market?
Where any property issue is concerned don’t you
find that suddenly everyone you know is an
‘expert’? But that’s why it’s so important to cut
through the chatter and speak to someone who can
give you a clear, informed and honest picture of the
market.

The results of the latest English Housing Survey
and the government’s own Family Resources
survey make interesting reading for would-be
landlords, however 1.8 million families with children
now rent privately – a figure which has risen by over
1 million in the past decade!

The current rental market is one that’s rapidly
changing. The traditional picture of renters as
students, cash-strapped millennials and young
professionals belongs in the past (although these
still provide a solid client base). Rising house prices
and falling availability of community housing mean
the number and age range of renters has expanded
dramatically over the last decade. Meanwhile
changes to tax and mortgage allowances for
landlords have, in part, contributed to fewer new
rental properties coming onto the lettings market.

The number of retired renters has increased rapidly
(by 200,000 between 2012 and 2016) and is
expected to treble over the next 20 years.
In the last ten years those renting privately in every
age category from 16 to 44 at least doubled, with
those buying their own property declining at a
similar rate.
The end result is a pool of potentially good-quality
tenants in a marketplace where demand currently
exceeds supply.

Choosing a property
Buying an investment property means adopting a set of viewing criteria rather different to buying a property as
your own home, and can involve a shift in the usual mind set when searching. Access to expert guidance and
having a knowledgeable sounding-board for your ideas can be very useful!

A good lettings agent will advise you on:


The current rental market – what are
tenants looking for in the area and where?





Calculating the all-important ‘yield’ on
different types of properties and what you
should be aiming to achieve

Information on your obligations as a
landlord and how a managed service can
help



Who to speak to regarding the best buy-tolet mortgages currently available and how
this could supplement or even replace
savings to maximise financial efficiency



Whether or not refurbishment is necessary
and if so which areas of spend will give the
best return

The potential in other local areas you may
not have considered – your investment
could work harder elsewhere


Should you buy one large property or
spread your investment across smaller
ones?

Your responsibilities
Becoming a landlord rightly involves compliance
with a long (and frequently changing) list of legal
obligations and responsibilities, including
establishing a tenant’s Right To Rent, observing
gas and health and safety requirements, registering
the tenancy deposit, and the provision of
documents such as an EPC.
For more information on what you’ll need to
consider visit the government’s website:
www.gov.uk/private-renting
This can be a daunting prospect for a new (or even
existing) landlord. That’s why we strongly
recommend you consider a fully managed letting
service. For a small percentage of the property’s
monthly rental, your agent will manage the day to
day running of the tenancy for you, keeping you and
the property up to date and compliant with
legislation, handling maintenance issues, collecting
rent on your behalf, conducting regular inspections,
and representing you in any dispute. That way you
can enjoy the benefit of your rental income without
any worries.
And if you choose to manage the property yourself?
Finding the right tenant is every landlord’s priority.
Talk to your local agents, they can best advise you
on how they can help market your property to
achieve maximum rental potential and match your

property to the best tenants on contract terms to
suit you.
A good agent will:


Set up a new tenancy on your behalf –
promoting your property and conducting
viewings



Provide a feedback report on your
prospective tenants and conduct a full
credit check (including CCJs) rental history
and employer reference on the chosen
applicant, including Right To Rent checks.



Prepare the tenancy contract and issue to
all parties along with the required
supporting documents.



Arrange for gas safety certification and the
installation of smoke and carbon monoxide
alarms if needed.



Collect the tenancy deposit and hold and
register it on your behalf.



Provide a full inventory before the tenancy
begins, and issue keys on move-in day.

Market summary…
The below is an overview of the lettings market for our region over the past 12 months.

I’m an existing landlord
A successful let isn’t just about finding the right tenant, it’s about having an agent you can trust to support you
and your investment. Fees and services may look very similar but working practices can be worlds apart. If
you’ve been involved with an agent with high staff turnover, poor communication between you and your tenants,
unreliable contractors or a relaxed attitude to marketing leading to void periods, you’ll know exactly what we
mean.
In the year to August 2018, rental values across the UK, excluding London, grew by 1.5%, according to the ONS.
With a shortage of stock currently available across the rental market, and continued demand, the Royal Institute
of Chartered Surveyors (RICS) predict rental value growth will outpace the sales market over the next five years
which may well cause this figure to rise.
You may have one investment property or a wider portfolio. Whatever your requirements your agent should support you with
their knowledge and expertise.

Planning

Communication

Management

If you think you might want to add
to your investments does your
agent keep you fully informed about
property opportunities? A good
agent will advise where the rental
market is performing best,
assessing your requirements in
terms of budget and yield, and what
financing options are available.
They will take into account any
forthcoming tax changes and
understand the implications of
stamp duty, plus alternatives for
buying as a private individual or
limited company.

Do you receive regular
performance reports? And based
on this information set out a plan
for the coming year?

Is your managed service the best it
can be? Do you have a dedicated
person working just for you and
your property?

Communication is key and as
standard you should expect regular
property inspection reports and rent
reviews, and a thorough inventory
at check-in and checkout.

A good managed service should
mean that you can relax, safe in the
knowledge that your property is
compliant with current safety
legislation and that you have been
given advice covering all aspects;
insuring your contents or even
rental income, holding deposits to
dispute resolution.

Together with your agent you
should be looking at capital growth,
opportunities to reduce outgoings
or even remortgage to reduce your
payments or release equity to
further expand the portfolio.

Your property should remain
secure and well-maintained, so it
increases in value in line with
current property expectations and
attracts the highest possible rental.

Why choose Andrew Grant?
We are experienced Letting Agents with the professional knowledge and expertise to provide you with the best
advice - letting a property is not only about finding the best tenants.
Tenants are looking for a home, not a place to stay. We will work with you to provide advice on how to get the
best out of your rental; this could be through decoration - neutral schemes, clean lines and warm atmospheres
will win over the best of tenants, or through a simple bit of gardening; consider keeping shrubs and high
maintenance plants to a minimum, with our experience we know even the smallest touch can make a difference.

Trusted friendly professionals

Finance & relations

Dedicated property manager
Keeping you informed at all times
Available for you online, in branch or at home

Deposit registration and handling
Serving of notices
Rent collection and chasing
Insurance claim assistance
Tenant liaison
Tenancy renewals

Local experts
We work with trusted local contractors
Provide regular inspections and update reports
Dedicated to ensuring legislation and compliance

Maintenance
Online repair reporting 24/7
Emergency out of hours repair hotline
Utilities notification
Gas and safety management

Already with another agent and scared to switch?
If you’re unhappy with your current agent, don’t be scared to switch, simply call or pop in and talk to our
experienced team - it really is that simple.
Your current terms of business will explain what notice needs to be given and penalty terms, if any (we can check
the contract with you, if you like). Your tenant already ‘belongs’ to you and the property and we’ll arrange the new
contract for you, ensuring the tenants have a seamless crossover and understand how they stand to benefit from
being under the wing of our high level of service. And we won’t charge a penny for the service!

Take a look at what our clients have to say…
Great rental knowledge
and service

Prompt, efficient and
friendly

Andrew Grant has looked after my
rental property for the last 2 years.
Karen who works in the Droitwich
office has found me great tenants
she was very thorough with the
tenant search and kept in constant
contact throughout. Property
management are fantastic also;
Natasza is my main contact there
she is full of knowledge and no job
is too big. I would highly
recommend Andrew Grant.

Because your letting agents use a
personal touch, email promptly and
get the job done every time! I am
very grateful to them for helping
rent out my property twice now!

Miss Bushell

Reliable and good service
My family owns several properties
in the area and all are rented out
through Andrew Grant. I have had
experiences with many different
agents, although not in Malvern,
and have to say Andrew Grant is
the one that has performed best in
my experience. Good advice, good
communication. Long may it last!
Mrs C Paschalides

Mr & Mrs A Donovan

A very effective and
efficient property
management service
Andrew Grant is currently
managing my property which is
being let. They secured a tenant
immediately and manage the let
very effectively and efficiently.
Mr Colin Harnett

Visit our Feefo page to see
all our reviews

